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{ "id_str"=>114749583439036416,

* Unique identification number of this message

"text"=>"A Tweeter message is less than 140 characters. However, information
items of code generated by Tweeter represents dozens of lines.", * Text of this message

"created_at"=>“Thu Dec 13 15:48:32 +0000 2012",
"in_reply_to_user_id_str"=>nil,

* Date of this message in universal time (UTC)

If message is a response, identification number of answered user

"in_reply_to_screen_name"=>nil,

If response, Twitter name of answered user

"in_reply_to_status_id_str"=>nil,

If response , identification number of answered message

"favorited"=>false,

Indication that user has (or not) put this message among favorite

"truncated"=>false,

Indication that message was truncated after the 140th character

"entities"=>
{ "hashtags": [ ... ],
"urls": [ ... ],
"user_mentions": [ ... ],
“media": [ ... ] }

If applicable, message's components that are clickable or screenable: hashtags,
URL addresses , mentions of other users, media (informations required
for "media", such as photos, can take quite a great number of lines)

"possibly_sensitive":=>true,

If message includes an URL, possibility that it links to sensitive content

"scopes":{ "followers":=>false },
"retweet_count":=>85,

Indications about context or constraints on the message's delivery

* Number of time that this message has been retweeted

"text":=>"@chatty's account is withheld
in: Greece, Hong Kong, Malaysia,.",
"withheld_scope": =>"user",
"withheld_in_countries": =>["GR", "HK", "MY"],
"user"=>
{ "id_str"=>22189544,

Set of fields permitting to signal that the message,
a part of it, or all the messages of this user are blocked,
everywhere or in some countries, to the request
of public authorities or of copyright holders

* Unique identification number of the user

"screen_name"=>“PierrotPeladeau",
"name"=>“Pierrot Péladeau",

* Twitter screen name taken by user

* Full name chosen by user

"description"=>"Social assessment of interpersonal information systems – * Description of account
Évaluation sociale de systèmes d'information interpersonnels",
or autobiographical note
"entities": =>
{ "url": { "urls": [{ "expanded_url": null,
If applicable, URL (internet link)
"url": " http://pierrot-peladeau.net/section/blog", "indices": [0,22] }] }, include in the description
"description": { "urls": [ ] } }
"url"=>"http://pierrot-peladeau.net",

If applicable, URL (internet link) that user included in the description

"location"=>"America H'lands-Haute Amérique", * Location that the user associated to own profile
"profile_image_url"=>"https://si0.twimg.com/profile_images/1824964000/P_Peladeau.jpg",

* User profile's photo

"created_at"=>"Fri Feb 27 21:00:14 +0000 2009",

* Date of creation of Twitter account by user

"profile_background_image_url"=>"https://si0.twimg.com/profile_background_images/4962863/wood_characters.jpg",
"profile_background_tile"=>false, * Background image chosen by user for own Twitter page
"profile_banner_url":=>"https://si0.twimg.com/profile_banners/819797/1348102824"
"profile_background_color"=>"1a1b1f", "profile_link_color"=>"2fc2ef",
* Default or user chosen colors
"profile_sidebar_border_color"=>"87bc44", "profile_sidebar_fill_color"=>"e0ff92",
for page's characters and bars
"profile_text_color"=>"000000",
"favourites_count"=>112,

Number of messages picked by user as favorite across whole account's life

"statuses_count"=>1735,

* Number of messages produced by user up to now

"friends_count"=>135,

* Number of other users' accounts to which this user subscribes

"followers_count"=>270,

* Number of other users subscribing to this user's account

"listed_count":=>18 , * Number of public lists including this user's Twitter feed
"time_zone"=>“Eastern Time (US & Canada)",
"utc_offset"=>-18000,

Local time zone that user
associated with this account

"lang"=>“fr", Inteface language chosen by user
"protected"=>false, * If applicable, fact that user opted to restrict messages' access only to own followers
"geo_enabled"=>true,
"verified"=>true,

If user permitted or not geotagging of own messages

If user has a verified account certifying identity (against hoaxers and identity thieves)

"contributors_enabled"=>false },

If this user permitted another user to author messages

"contributors"=>
{ "id_str":=>819797,
"screen_name": =>"prête-plume" },

Identification, if applicable, of user who
wrote this message for the official author

"coordinates"=>
{ "coordinates":=> [-73.568444, 45.501557 ],
"type":=>"Point" },

Identification, if user permitted it, of the longitude and
latitude of location the user associated to this message

"place"=>
{ "attributes":
{ "street_address": =>"5 Rue de Lobau", "locality":=>"Paris",
Identification, if user permitted it, of
"region": =>"75004", "postal_code":=>"75004", "iso3:=>"FRA", name, geographic coordonnates and
"phone": =>"01 42 76 40 40", "623:id":=>"210176",
other information items about a location
"twitter":=>"Paris", "url":=>"http://www.paris.fr" },
the user associated to this message
"id"=>"7238f93a3e899af6",
"url"=>"http://api.twitter.com/1/geo/id/2b6ff8c22edd9576.json",
"name"=>“Paris", "full_name"=>“Paris, Paris",
"place_type"=>"city", "country_code"=>“FR", "country"=>“France",
"bounding_box"=>
{ "coordinates"=>
[[ [2.2241006,48.8155414],
[2.4699099,48.9021461],
"type"=>"Polygon" } },
"source"=>"web"}

*

[2.4699099,48.8155414],
[2.2241006,48.9021461] ]],

Longitudes et latitudes of intersections
between sides of location's perimeter

Digital utility used to post this message

Minimal screenable content

Other accessible content

Requested by user

Requested by another
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